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284-6
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140-1
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214-5
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404-8
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Uniform Fiduciaries Act: Abrogation of Section 7 by Uniform Trusts Act
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Desirability as affecting interstate transactions and conflict of laws
84-5
Effect on the rule that one
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has duty of inquiry into authority
.
84-5
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name of trustee without inquiry into the trust terms
93-4
Uniform Principal and Income
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108-17
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85
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Act: Effect on completeness
of of accounts rendered 104-7
Increase in cost of administration of trusts
107-8
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deposit for special purpose
86-7
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and duty of dissenting trustee
96-7
Distribution 'of losses where
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banking department
89-90
Permitting judgment and execution against trust estate
97-101
Power of trustee to vote by
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88-9
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90-3
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95-6
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rendered estate
412-15
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202-3
Revocation: Mutilation of will as
evidence of intent to revoke
203-5
Taking against will: Applicability of Illinois Dower Statute
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206-8
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overcoming
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70-2
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COMPENSATION
Bibliography: Dodd: Administration of Workmen's Compensation
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